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`Triumphs Live On’

President’s Corner

Now that the B.I.G. Show is over for this year. I am moving back
to the TR8’s fuel Injection system. I have removed the harness,
which is separate from the wiring harness for the entire car. It starts
at the ECU and runs around the top of the engine connecting to
several sensors, the injectors and then to ground. The plan is to
remove all the connecters, clean them, buy new wires, and build a
newly wired harness. The last step will be to see if I can get
everything reinstalled and working correctly.
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TSWFL Event Calendar
Apr
10th

Ideal Classic Cars has a
Car show and Swap
Meet each month. This
would be a cruise to
join the show from
9:00 to 1:00 in Venice,
FL – Waiting for
confirmation on show.
https://flacarshows.co
m/events/event/idealclassic-cars-car-show/

TSWFL

Dennis McKinley - President
Dennis-mckinley@comcast.net

15th

Monthly
TSWFL
Member Gathering for
40 minutes using
ZOOM at 7:00 p.m.

TSWFL

Dennis McKinley - President
Dennis-mckinley@comcast.net

May

Monthly
TSWFL
Member Gathering for
40 minutes using
ZOOM at 7:00 p.m.

TSWFL

Dennis McKinley - President
Dennis-mckinley@comcast.net

June

Being Planned
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Newsletter Director’s Corner

2019 Back Issues
2020 Back Issues
January 2021
TR250/TR6 Soft Top Installation
February 2021
The Saga of the Coker Redline
Tires

This month’s Tech Corner is all about chrome
plating. I recently had a piece chromed which
prompted me to include the Tech Corner
article. For more about my experience with
chroming see the Member’s Corner.
On the left you will find links to previous issues
of the Newsletter. Just click on the highlighted
text. You can also navigate this Newsletter by
clicking on the desired heading in the “Inside
this Issue” box on the previous page.
A reminder, the new and updated Member’s
scrapbook can be seen by clicking the following
link. Any comments, additions or deletions are
welcome.
If anyone has any suggestions or topics of
interest please let me know. I can be reached
at (508) 360-6303 or by e-mail at:
TSWFL.Newsletter@gmail.com

Rich Weiss
Newsletter Director
Treasurer's Report for March 2021

$ 8,510.50 Beginning balance as of 2-1-21
2,735.00 Deposits - B.I.G.Show registrations
37.50 Deposits – Memberships
(70.00) Reimburse McKinley for 2021 Fl. Annual Report
(52.76) B.I.G. Show supplies
_________
$11,160.24 Balance as of 2-28-21
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Member’s Corner
Jerry Wilcox answered my call for help with setting timing on my TR250. I spent Friday morning at Tech Central and
with his expert help, the problems are solved. A matter of advancing the timing and adjusting the carburetor linkage was
what it took. I enjoyed lunch with his group and was happy to make a donation to his lunch fund.
*********************************
I acquired a legacy knock-off spinner for wire wheels that had seen better days. I decided, as an experiment, to see what
could be done to restore it to its original condition. There were several companies that advertised chrome plating, both
nearby and out-of-state. For no particular reason, other than they responded quickly, I sent the part off to Atlas Plating in
Houston, TX. They offered to do the job for $50.00 which seemed reasonable.
Rather than handling one item at a time, they do batch processing, so the turnaround time was long, about 6 weeks. Here
are the before and after photos that I find quite impressive. My total cost, with shipping was around $120.00. I believe it
will probably get closer to $150.00 on eBay. If anyone in the club is in the need of one, I will let it go for my cost. By the
way, I remember buying one just like it from a Triumph dealer for my TR4A for $15.00 in 1970.
Rich Weiss
508 360-6303
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Activities Corner
The B.I.G. Show, March 7, 2021
Authors: Dennis McKinley
One of the most anticipated events of the season, the ninth Annual B.I.G. European Sports and Collector Car Show, took
place on March 7, 2021 at Rotary Park in Cape Coral, Florida. Park visitors and show exhibitors had the opportunity to
view 165 registered cars on the field. This year’s event was hosted by the Porsche Club of America – Everglades Region.
Rotary Park was a new park for the Show. The previous 5 years of the Show were held in Jaycee in Cape Coral. Having a
new location required different traffic patterns and additional show resources, but we were able to get everyone in place
for the Show to begin.
As in the past years the cars were displayed across a wide area of the park separated in areas for British, Italian, and
German cars and further into classes by model. The photos that follow speak for themselves and show the wide array of
autos that were on display.
The largest section was the German area, as they had the most cars on the Show field. The photos show just a small
example of these fine automobiles.
BRITISH DISPLAY
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ITALIAN DISPLAY

GERMAN DISPLAY
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Activities Corner - continued

The Porsche Club had a special award given out, because they hosted this year’s show. The car was chosen by non Porsche
owners for their favorite Porsche.
Winner of the Porsche Award 1963 Porsche 356
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Activities Corner – continued
2021 B.I.G. Show Winners
BRITISH
Class
B1

Place

Car #

1

B2

1

97
171

B4

1

B4

Last Name
Barger

First
Donald

Car
1958 Triumph TR3

City
Marco Island, Fl. 34145

Tiedge

Daniel

1962 Triumph TR4

Naples, FL

116

Bare

Kelly

1969 Triumph TR6

Lakeland, Fl. 33811

2

96

Major

Edward

1973 Triumph TR6

Cape Coral, Fl. 33904

B5

1

Meier

Patricia

1974 TR6

Cape Coral, Fl. 33904

B6

1

59
31

Skaggs

Bruce

Triumph TR8

Sarasota, Fl. 34243

B7

1

Olson

Richard

1952 MG/TD

Cape Coral, Fl. 33990

B7

2

23
131

Lambert

Tom

1953 MG TD

Fort Myers, Fl. 33908

B8

1

49

Long

Mike

1958 MGA

Cape Coral, Fl. 33914

B8

2

80

Kondrat

Patrick

1960 MGA

Longboat Key, Fl. 34228

B9

1

57

Clark

David

1976 MGB

Naples, Fl. 34104

B13

1

Mannino

Phil

2005 Jaguar XKR Coupe

Venice, Fl. 34293

B13

Hatfield

Gary

2005 Jaguar XKR

Bradenton, FL

B14

2
1

17
162
40

Muscroft

James

2018 Jaguar F-Type R

Cape Coral, Fl. 33914

B14

2

109

Woodall

Jim

Fort Myers, Fl. 33908

1

13
123

Dworkin

Gary

Steele

Steve

Ebert

Karl & Gwynne

Magine

John

Brown

Kim

Lucas

Greg

2011 Jaguar XK
1953 Jaguar XK-120
Drophead Coupe
2016 Jaguar Project 7
1961 Austin Healey 3000
MKI
1966 Austin Healey BJ8
1963 Morris Mini Minor
(850)
2006 Mini S Convertible

B15
B15
B16

2

71

Naples, Fl. 34119
Sarasota, Fl. 34241
Alva, Fl. 33920

B18

1
1

B21

1

B22

1

103
117

B28

1

154

Claudius

Leonard

1995 Morgan Plus 8

Sarasota, FL

B28

2

153

Likliter

Daniel

1954 Sunbeam Alpine

Venice, FL

B28

3

133

Blessing

Gary

1993 TVR Chimaera

Cape Coral, Fl. 33904

Heed

Harmon

Crater

Scott

Rauseo

Anthony

Bamberg

Craig

Rossi

Tom & Carol

Betchner
Alsalman

10

Nokomis, Fl. 34275
Fort Myers, Fl. 33908
Cape Coral, Fl. 33991

ITALIAN
I1

1

I2

1

I3

1

I3

2

I4

1

I5

1

44
136

I5

2

91

95
21
83
28

1964 Alfa Romeo Giulia
Spider Veloce
1957 Alfa Romeo Giulietta
Sprint
1981 Fiat/124 Spider 2000

Sarasota, Fl. 34232
Sanibel, Fl. 33957
Cape Coral, Fl. 33914
Naples, Fl. 34104

Phillip

Spider Quadrifoglio Verde
2015 Maserati
Granturisimo SportTh
1988 Ferrari Testerossa

Ihsan

2013 Ferrari 458 Spider

Fort Myers, Fl. 33919

Venice, Fl. 34292
Punta Gorda, Fl. 33950
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1

113

Harmon

Paul

2004 BMW M3

Sanibel, Fl. 33957

G6

2

119

Clark

Colin

2012 BMW M3

Estero, Fl. 33928

G7

1

127

Dale

Stan

2008 BMW 550

Estero, Fl. 33928

G9

1

14

Klee

Thomas

1989 BMW Z1

Fort Myers, Fl. 33913

G9

2

62

Capano

Craig

Fort Myers, Fl. 33912

G10

1

Nast

Chris

G10

2

Boulay

Raymond

G10

3

Long

Bernard

G11

1

8

Connell

George

1997 BMW X3
1969 Mercedes Benz 280
SL
1967 Mercedes 250SE
Cabriolet
1970 Mercedes Benz 280
SL
2011 Mercedes SLS

G11

2

Jacobs

Alan

1

Rode

Robert

G12

2

138

Isaac

Paul

G13

1

78

Bally

Fred

2016 Mercedes GTS
1963 Porsche 356
1957 Porsche 356
Speedster
1976 Porsche 914

Punta Gorda, Fl. 33950

G12

149
137

G14

1

Bankston

David

2021 PorscheTaycan 4S

Naples, Fl. 34109

G14

2

41
112

Lopez

Gladwyn

2015 Porsche Cayman

Cape Coral, Fl. 33914

G14

3

129

Jamieson

John

Punta Gorda, Fl. 33950

G16

1

Connell

George

G16

2

Sonderby

Michael

R1

1

Toy

David

2017 Porsche Cayman S
1967 Volkswagen
Transporter 2
1974 BMW Factory Turbo
1967 BMW 1602/2002Ti
(race car)

137

Rode

Robert

1963 Porsche 356

Estero, Fl. 33928

116

Bare

Kelly

1969 Triumph TR6

Lakeland, Fl. 33811

23

Olson

Richard

1952 MG/TD

Cape Coral, Fl. 33990

67

Shoemaker

Johnny

1952 MG TD

Naples, Fl. 33104

Greene

Delmas & Polly

1960 Alfa Romeo

Clearwater, FL 33759

BIG
Host
Award*
Longest
Distance
Driven
Oldest Car (Tie)

101
98
86

7
145
33

Estero, Fl. 33928
Estero, Fl. 33928
Bonita Springs, Fl. 34134
Marco Island, Fl. 34145
Estero, Fl. 33928
Cape Coral, Fl. 33914
Naples, Fl. 34112

Marco Island, Fl. 34145
Naples, FL
Bonita Springs, Fl. 43135

Presidents
Award
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Activities Corner – continued
Blueberry Pick’n Run – March 28, 2021
Authors: Dennis McKinley
Steve Greenstein, Daniel Tiedge, John & Angela Sergeant, and I in our Triumph’s met 5 other British cars at the Love's
Truck Stop, just West of I75 at Exit 143. We departed for the run at 9:00 a.m. SHARP on Sunday, March 28th for the
Blueberry Bunch Farm in LaBelle, FL. We left the blueberry farm with our berries safely tucked away at about 11:15 a.m.
to proceed to the Alva Diner for lunch.

There were several different blueberry types on the Farm

My Berries

Peter Sales Picking away
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Tech Corner
Chrome Restoration
Submitted by Rich Weiss
In part from an advertising article by P-Chrome
I am particularly a fan of chrome on our classic cars but bumpers and the like, seems to be especially prone to wear and
pitting over the years. Replacement parts, bumpers for example, are available, but they are not near the quality of the
original items. One approach is chroming, or chrome plating. This article is a reprint of a guide to chrome plating to help
understand the process and their alternatives.
Chrome, which is the colloquial term for chromium, is a naturally occurring element. A metal, it is useful for plating rather
than as a solid substance. A thin layer of it is applied over a different surface material such as steel, brass, aluminum,
plastic, copper or stainless steel. Some people refer to all shiny ﬁnishes as chrome when they do not actually contain
chromium. These other surfaces might include highly polished aluminum, vacuum-metalized mylar, painted wheels and
nickel-plated objects. Chrome plating is brighter, bluer and has a deeper reﬂection than other ﬁnishes do. There are various
terms, such as chrome plating, chrome electroplating, chrome dipping and chroming. These terms generally refer to
chrome plating, which is chrome electroplating.
There are two basic methods for chrome plating, including engineered chrome plating and decorative chrome plating.

1. Hard Chrome or engineered chrome plating
Most people likely do not understand the hard chrome or engineered chrome plating process. Hard chrome plating is
applied as a heavy coating for greater lubricity, oil retention, wear resistance and other durability purposes. it is used on
such things as piston rings, thread guides, mold surfaces and hydraulic cylinder rods. It is only referred to as hard because
it has enough thickness to measure. Decorative chrome plating is just a millionth of an inch thick, so it will break if a
hardness test is conducted on it.
Hard chrome plating is generally applied to steel surfaces. It is shiny and metallic, but it is not meant to be decorative. It
is a good choice for bumpers or wheels. Engineered chrome plating has its own variations, including some that are
optimized for porosity in order to retain oil and others that are thinner. Businesses that perform engineered chrome plating
normally don’t do any other types of plating. Most customers will not be interested in the services offered by a business
that says it offers hard chrome only.

2. Decorative chrome plating
Decorative chrome plating is also referred to as nickel-chrome plating. It involves ﬁrst electroplating nickel on the part
before plating it with chrome. Sometimes, copper is electroplated instead of nickel. The nickel or copper level provides
smoothness, corrosion resistance and reﬂectivity. The chrome layer that is added is very thin and is measured in millionths
of an inch. The effects that you see when you look at a nickel-chrome plated surface, you are primarily seeing the nickel
plating. The thin chrome layer adds a slightly bluish hue, protects it against tarnishing and scratching and helps to add to
the corrosion resistance.

Why the quality of chroming is critical?
When you hear the term ‘show chrome’, it means that the chrome is high-quality enough to be used on a car that is entered
in a car show. Lovers of chrome believe that copper-plating the item ﬁrst and bufﬁng it to a full sheen before nickel-plating
is the key. High-quality plating jobs normally require your part to have two layers of nickel before the chrome is applied.
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Tech Corner - continued
Salespeople may throw around terms like triple-chrome plating to mean that there are 3 layers of any type of plating. This
simply is their effort to convince you to make a purchase and means very little. Durable chrome plating meant for outdoor
exposure should have a minimum of two layers of nickel plating before the chrome plating is applied. it should include a
layer of semi-bright nickel that is followed by a layer of bright nickel because the bright nickel is anodic to semi-bright
nickel, making it resist corrosion better. Chrysler developed a test that is used by large shops each day to make certain that
the chrome plating has the correct protections. Restoration shops that only offer single-layer nickel plating must apply it
in a very heavy layer in order to guarantee corrosion resistance.

Restoration Work
Chrome plating involves a long and complex process, beginning with bufﬁng, polishing, cleaning, dipping in acid, adding
zinc and copper plating. For show chrome, the process is ﬁnished by re-bufﬁng, cleaning and re-dipping, plating added
copper, two to three types of nickel plating and ﬁnally, the chrome plating. The item is rinsed between each step.
Re-chroming a part involves stripping away the old chrome, nickel and copper. Then, the part is polished to remove all of
the blemishes and scratches before plating it with copper, bufﬁng to force the copper into tiny pits and then doing the
previously described steps. This means when you re-plate an old piece, it can cost several times the amount a replacement
part would cost. New items don’t require as much preparation, and machines handle dozens of identical parts
simultaneously. Old parts must instead be processed one at a time.

When chrome blisters or peels
Chrome plating that blisters or peels is almost always a defect of the manufacturing process caused by poor adhesion of
the chrome plating to the surface. Chrome-plating shops have a difﬁcult time getting good adhesion on certain surface
materials such as alloy wheels. If your chrome peels, then you should ﬁle a complaint. Don’t let the shop try to tell you it
is due to chemicals that you have or how often you wash your wheels.

Do it yourself?
Later in this article I will describe a do-it-yourself approach to chroming, but first there are caveats and warnings to be
aware of. Chrome plating requires professional work in a shop. There are regulations that control chrome plating because
of the toxic acid baths that are used. The electroplating industry was the country’s ﬁrst one that was categorically related.
This means that all of the waste from the process is regulated. Trying to comply with the myriad regulations during a doit-yourself project can put you in violation of the Environmental Protection Agency’s rules. It is best to not attempt it. You
will have trouble ﬁnding places to dispose of the waste, including any dilute water that is used. You are also responsible
for the waste even if you are able to ﬁnd a facility if it later poisons the ground or the water.

Spray Chrome
Spray chrome is an excellent alternative to traditional chrome plating. You can apply it on-site, and it doesn’t require the
toxic acids used in traditional plating. You use a speciﬁc number of steps and sprays. PChrome is just one example of a
product for that purpose. What follows is a bit of advertising from that company. I have not tried the product and this is
not an endorsement. If you are interested, I would recommend further research. PChrome spray-on chrome requires you
to mix your solutions and follow the step-by-step process, but it leaves you with a strong, durable surface that has the
mirror-like ﬁnish for which chrome is known. You can also apply translucent layers to add a variety of different hues for
a customized appearance.
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Tech Corner - continued
Chrome spray can be used on parts of any size if you are willing to do the work. You are also not as limited in your chosen
substrate, and it can be used on wood, glass, metal or even canvas. Its versatility is unmatched by chrome plating. It is also
much better for the environment, ridding you of the concerns about your environmental impact. The advantages of
PChrome spray over traditional plating are numerous. It is much more affordable, costing about 20 percent of what you
would pay for plating. You also have a greatly reduced turn-around time since you don’t have to send your part off to be
chromed. You get the same shine and durability, and the resulting layer is thicker and just as resistant to weather and
corrosion. It can be used for almost any purpose.

A do-it-yourself example
I found an article written by someone from Norway, who considers himself a ‘skilled industrial mechanic,’ who describes
his experience chrome plating car headlights and parts. While interesting and a bit long and, it isn’t something I would
attempt. The article does show how complex the process is. There were many more photos and links to videos, I didn’t
include. For those interested, check out the original at https://www.instructables.com/Chrome-Plating-of-Car-Headlightsand-Parts/
Step 1: Before Dismantling

Here you can see the old chrome of the headlamp. It’s really worn out. And the door handles are in poor condition. Heavily
infected with Zinc Pest. Had to clean out all the pitting with a Dremel drill.
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Tech Corner - continued
Step2: Equipment you need/the chemicals

The easiest way to get a good result, is to buy the readymade kits from companies that supply these. The kit I ordered, I
purchased from http://www.gaterosplating.co.uk/. I`m sure that you can get these ingredients some other places, but the
prices are ok, and the service and support are excellent. I started with:
Bright Copper plating KIT,
Nickel Plating KIT,
Replica Chrome Plating KIT,
GP Alkaline Cleaner
,
Acid Pickle,
Chrome Stripper.
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Tech Corner - continued
Step 3: Tank setup

It is really important to use all the safety equipment recommended...! Use goggles, and proper gloves. Remember
to have plenty of water nearby. And make sure to remove any spills.
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Tech Corner - continued

The chemicals:

Replica chrome 5 liter
4 liters distilled water
1 kg nickel sulphate
125 g cobalt sulphate
220 g nickel chloride
160 g boric acid
230 ml nickel brightener
Copper 5 liters
4 liters distilled
of 36% sulfuric acid
900g copper sulphate
100 g sodium chloride
50ml cupracid ultra make up
3ml cupracid part A
3ml curpacid part B
Nickel strike 5 liter
4 liters distilled water
380 g nickel sulphate
380 g sodium sulphate
115 g ammonium chloride
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Tech Corner - continued
Heating
When the ambient temperature drops and the plating tanks are unheated then it is time to consider some form of tank
heating. All plating electrolytes will benefit from tank heating of some form. Easy ways to heat the tanks are as follow
For small tanks
1) simply place them in a bowl of boiling water and wait for them to warm up.
2) Fill a plastic bottle with near boiling water and place inside the tank taking care not to overflow the tank.
3) Place the tank on a heat mat normally for lower plating temperatures but will still raise the temperature.
4) Thermostatic tank heaters are the easiest method as you can preset a temperature and leave it to warm up. Remember
to give it several hours from cold to get to the correct temperature.
For larger tanks
1) Thermostatic tank heaters are the best method for larger tanks.
2) Heated air agitation is sometimes used in very large tanks.
3) Combined heat and filtration systems are also used.
4) Heated tank jackets.
Once up to temperature the process of plating will keep the tank warm or if continuous plating is done then it may be a
case of cooling the tank if it gets too hot!
Temperature ranges for our plating electrolytes.
Metal Range Ideal
Zinc 15°c - 40°c 25°c - 30°c
Copper 15°c - 50°c 25°c - 40°c
Nickel 30°c - 50°c 30°c - 40°c
Rep Chrome 30°c - 50°c 30°c - 40°c
Cobalt 30°c - 50°c 35°c - 45°c

Step 4 Cleaning
After seeing one or two customers of late with contamination problems (most of which we have been able to solve with
having to replace the electrolyte). I want to stress again just how important cleaning is to both good quality plating and to
ensure that the electrolyte is kept in prime condition. It is vital that cleaning is carried out carefully and that the items to
be plated are ultra clean.
First step is a good de-grease. This can be done with a solvent type degreaser or a hot alkaline degreaser such as our GP1
alkaline cleaner. The next step is to remove any traces of rust, paint or dirt. This can be done by electro-cleaning, bead
blasting or even buffing on a wire may be sufficient. Remember once you have started
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Tech Corner - continued
the cleaning process you must always wear gloves as even the grease of your fingers will cause the plating to blister at a
later date!
Once you have completed the first part of the cleaning process, I would now advise a water break test. Just dip in clean
water and see if the item is covered with a water film or if it beads. If it has a good water film all over it with no beading
then it can go to the pickle stage. If you can see the water beading then you need to wash in detergent and water, rinse
well and repeat the water break test again until it passes.
Now onto the pickle. Some people try to skip this part but it is very important not to as it will ensure a good bond between
the surface of the metal and the following plate. Our dry acid pickle is specially formulated for use as a plating pickle or
as a metal activator. You can also use HCL ideally at concentrations of about 20%. Some people use sulfuric acid but I
find it a bit smutty on some metals. We have had customers use vinegar but this is just not strong enough for the job!
Pickling time varies according to the type of metal and the strength of the pickle used. It is normally between 1 minute to
20 minutes and remember always rinse well after pickling.
Once pickled and rinsed, you need to plate straight away. This way you will not give the metal any time to form an oxide
layer on the surface. The better you can prepare a surface the better the results will be so spend time flatting, buffing and
polishing if needed. This is essential when brush plating as you are only putting a very thin plate on the base metal so the
more polished you can get the base metal the better. If buffing or polishing remember to remove the polish film with a
solvent cleaner if needed and wash in detergent and water again after. Always check with the water break test before
pickling. Think about investing on a bench buffer/grinder. You should be able to buy one for as little as $50 for a 3/4 HP
220v one. The amount of time and effort it will save you will make it well worth the cost. Remember cleanliness is next
to godliness so if you want to be a plating god then clean, clean and clean again!

Step 5 Preparing the parts
The plan is to strip the parts from old chrome. Then smooth the surface and ix dents. The first Plating will be a relative
thick layer with copper. Then a layer of Nickel, and finally a thin layer of chrome. I had no sandblaster at the moment, so
I had to sand down the surface first. One of the headlights were badly bumped and had a crack. Had to weld it first with a
silver soldering rod. I made a mistake, and used to coarse paper. So, I had to put on a thicker coating of copper first. The
doorhandles were badly pitted (Zink pest), and had to be sandblasted first, and then I used a Dremel tool to grind out all
of the cracks. For circular objects like the headlight and rim, it is a good solution to make a jig. Then you can mount it in
a handheld drill in a vise. I even used this method during buffing. Just put the felt polisher in another drill, and counter
rotate.

Step 6: Next step, the doorhandles
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Tech Corner - continued
The Doorhandles are made of POT Metal. This is an alloy of: zinc, lead, copper, tin, magnesium, aluminum, iron, and
cadmium. (Also known as ZAMAK, and Monkey Metal) To plate the handles with copper, you first have to Strike Nickel
plate the handle. This is to seal the surface. Other-vice the copper will kind of react with the pot metal, and peal of.
The handles are best sandblasted. You cannot use chrome stripper like you use on other metals. Otherwise, you have to
sand it down by hand. The old chrome has to be completely removed. Remember to use gloves to not contaminate the part
with oil/grease. Then, the part is dipped in the Acid Pickle solution for about 20 seconds. The part will now appear to be
boiling! Then in to the Neutral Nickel Strike bath. The low acidity makes the nickel bind to the POT metal. When a dull
even light gray surface is achieved, the part is rinsed and goes in to the copper bath. After a uniform build up by copper,
the part is rinsed and dried. Then you cover the part with soldering lux. Be extremely concentrated while soldering to
prevent disaster...! The temperature range between the solder and the parts melting point is quite narrow. Start with the
thickest part first, and work the solder towards the thinnest part.
Then, sand down, strike plate with Nickel again. Then a thicker coat copper. Sand down to a smooth surface using finer
and finer sandpaper. Wet or dry sanding. THEN it’s time to start buffing. I used a Felt wheel on a bench grinder for the
job. The compound used is BLACK compound. HERE: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polishing_(metalworking)
it is

explained on Wikipedia about polishing and buffing.
Step 7: Headlights
The Headlights was quite easy compared to the door handles actually. I will list up the events from start to finish:
Strip of the old chrome. (Sandblast if possible)
Get a smooth surface using coarse-fine sandpaper.
Plate a layer of copper.
Solder dents/cracks.
Sand down the soldering.
Plate it with another copper layer.
Start buffing, and get the surface MIRROR like, using right compounds and right felt disks.
Clean and rinse (see previous step)
Then strike plate with Nickel.
Buff the Nickel to a mirror like surface. (What you see is what you get finally after the chrome)
Clean and rinse
Plate with Chrome.
Buff and Polish...
Finished…
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Tech Corner - continued
Step 8: Rust Removal

I had to put in some rust removal tips here. There are many ways to remove rust. You must find a way that works for you.
My way is to mix Baking soda and water. Just a couple of spoons to a gallon of hot water. I also use Caustic Soda (Sodium
hydroxide) and water. REMEMBER. This is very harmful to your skin, and can cause severe burns. So, baking soda work
just fine. You will need 12V dc from a power supply or battery. The negative lead on the part you want to remove rust
from (cathode). As an anode (positive+), you can use whatever of scrap iron you have. I use Lead strips also, as you only
need to get the electrons to low through the solution. Lead won’t deteriorate itself. On the video here, I use steel wire for
concrete armoring as an anode. They completely dissolve in this process. Just connect, and leave overnight. Remember to
treat the parts quickly after this. Otherwise, it will rust again. For my tools, I used a steel wire brush on my bench grinder.
Then sandpaper, cleaning, and a layer of nickel. A good buff, and the part is ready for many years’ service...!

Step 9: Finally... Some Results, and My Car !

I am very pleased and excited with the result myself. It was much more work that I could even imagine. But the reward
afterwards was huge. Now it is easy for me to plate almost anything, and get a predictably result. I have all of the equipment
ready for the next job now. This is absolutely recommended. But you should start with simple things first, and not with
the main thing first, as I did...!
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Classifieds Car for Sale
For Sale 1959 TR3A, asking $7,500 for everything.
This TR3A owner purchased the car when he was in high school in 1965. It is 90% restored with 60,000 original miles on
it. All mechanicals have been done. Everything is new or rebuilt. The car was completely stripped to bare metal to be
painted in white.
Gauges were rebuilt by Nisonger. The windshield frame is decent, but needs to be re-chromed, because the car deserves
it. The owner was thinking of having an upholstery shop do the interior in leather, but the interior comes with the car
uninstalled. It is a new complete interior in black with white piping. Everything needed to finish the car comes with it.

It comes new windshield glass to be installed, four new chrome wire wheel w/new tires, hubs, knock-off nuts. Set of Amco
Wind Wings, spare generators, starters, seat pans & springs, finish the paint and it would be a $20,000 to $25,000 car.
This TR3A is located on the Space Coast in Rockledge, FL. If interested contact Nelson Perkins by text or phone at 321794-7533 or by email at nelsonper@msn.com
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Classifieds Car for Sale continued
1973 Triumph Spitfire for Sale, asking $5,100 or Best Offer
Vendor Services and Suppliers
This Spitfire is mechanically sound and purrs like a Kitten. All five (5) tires and stems have been replaced
recently. The Odometer has 55960 on it. Walnut dashboard has cracks in center console. Interior needs
refurbishing that has been started. The interior door panels have been removed while door hardware is being
replaced, such as handles. I still have all parts. The convertible top is weathered and has some holes. The right
rear fender and right door are damaged. I've kept the car under a strong VB4000 car cover. This car needs work
to be perfect. The car can be seen in Palmetto, FL. Contact Ernest Beattie at 678-451-9919 or e-mail
cueballandred@gmail.com
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Vendor Services and Suppliers
Tampa Area - DCOE Carburetors - Standard Rebuild is $350 (set
of two)
Carry a full supply of parts. If I don't have what you need, I should be able to get it. Picture below is of a
set I did for a Lotus. It includes the rebuild kit, new throttle return springs and throttle shaft seals. It also
includes ultrasonic cleaning, glass bead blasting and polishing of the brass bits as well replacing the
standard hardware with newly plated hardware. Contact Mark Dubovick at Mark’s Automotive, 813786-7534 or dcoecarbguy@earthlink.net
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Vendor Services and Suppliers - Continued
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Vendor Services and Suppliers - Continued

LiteZupp Industries, LLC
LED lighting for positive and negative
grounded British and other vintage cars, (Dash,
Parking, Brakes & Signal)
Website: www.litezupp.com.
Jim Thompson
817-337-0562
jimt@ieee.org
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Vendor Services and Suppliers - Continued

Stainless for Classics
Nottinghamshire UK
Paul Copeland
E-MAIL: paul.7@ntlworld.com

Sample 1500 Spitfire Carb Heat Shield

British Tools & Fasteners, LLC
7696 Route 31
Lyons, NY 14489
Phone: 315 946 9400, Fax: 315 946
4456
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Vendor Services and Suppliers - Continued

TRIUMPH RESCUE
617 Walnut St.
P.O. Box 185
Bally, PA 19503
(610) 845-8217
Monday to Friday 7am-5pm
Saturdays – may be
Email anytime
triumphs@triumphrescue.com

Stainless for Classics

Rogers Motors

Nottinghamshire UK
Paul Copeland
E-MAIL: paul.7@ntlworld.com

Parts and Accessories for Classic
British Cars
Sample 1500 Spitfire Carb Heat
Shield

Contact Rogers Motors
PO Box 603
Shutesbury, MA 01072
(413) 259-1722
rogers@jollyrogersmotors.com

https://jollyrogersmotors.com
Specialize in Lucas electrical
original new old stock, used and
reproduction parts.
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Vendor Services and Suppliers - Continued

http://www.britishautosalvage.com
“Anything and everything to do with
British Cars"
We have one of the largest collections of
Vintage British Automobile parts and
parts cars in the World. We stock original,
new, used, NOS, cores, and rebuilt parts
for most collectible British models from
the 1950s to the early '80s.

Nobody knows more about Smiths and British Jaeger Automotive
and Vintage Racing gauges and instruments than Nisonger Instruments!

CONTACT US: For current rebuilding, new instrument or parts pricing, please phone us weekdays between 8am
& 5pm (Eastern Time) @ (914) 381-1952, or e-mail us 24/7 at info@nisonger.com.
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`Triumphs Live On’
TSWFL Supporters

The Roadster Factory:
http://www.the-roadsterfactory.com
VISIT
US—DELIVERY
ADDRESS

328 Killen Road, Armagh,
Pennsylvania, USA
U.S.

MAIL

ADDRESS

PO Box 332, Armagh, PA
15920, USA

Advance Auto Parts - Store
9226
50 PINE ISLAND ROAD
Level II Phone Sales –
N. FORT MYERS, FL 33903
(800)
234-1104
239-997-6900
9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Monday
Friday
7:30
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
AM Monday:
Saturday
9:30
PM
Technical
Research
7:30
Department:
AM Tuesday:
(814)
446-4491
9:30
12:30
p.m.
6:00
p.m.
PM
7:30
AM Wednesday:
9:30
PM
7:30
AM Thursday:
9:30
PM
7:30
AM Friday:
9:30
Order Toll Free: (800) 667- 7872
PM
http://www.mossmotors.com/
7:30
AM Saturday:
9:30
PM
8:00
AM Sunday:
8:30
PM
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